
  

‘Fool Hardy’ or just plain ‘Damn Hardy’? 

When I interviewed Darren Hardy of Fortitude Front  (one of the Naturally Talented Me Talent Patrons) a few weeks 

back he had just completed a mighty impressive 24 hour, 75 mile TAB, carrying a 35lb Bergen, in the dark, on a 

treadmill! He went head to head with both his physical and mental demons and drew on reserves of talents that saw 

him through some very very dark places. But he won over and lived to tell the tale.  

Of course he did. He was never going to die. He was never going to put himself in a position where he would risk his 

safety to such a degree that there was the chance he wouldn’t actually come out the other side. Who would do a thing 

like that… (hold that thought). 

That's not to say it wasn't tough, and he would probably admit that he could have well done without the 51 to 69 mile 

section that drained his resolve and tested his determination.  The period when he had to think differently and recall 

experiences he had conquered before to give him the belief that he could push through and make it. But even with 

that, he was never going to die.  

So three weeks on and I am driving down to Fort Gilkicker in Gosport at the ungodly hour of 5.00am on a Saturday 

morning to meet Darren partway through his latest challenge – one that started at 4pm the previous day and had him 

tabbing 52 miles through the night carrying a 54lb Bergen. (I elected not to winge about my early start when I met up 

with him).  

 

It is some measure of the scale of the challenge ahead that the first 52 miles doesn't really feature in this article – 

after all, if Darren viewed it as the warm up, why should we give it any more credence!  

In true Avenger style, Darren had assembled a crew of like-minded (although it transpired, not quite so laid back) 

individuals who would support him for the next stage of the challenge – a 3 mile swim across the Solent to Ryde 

where he would recommence his TAB and complete a further 70 miles around the Isle of Wight. All non-stop.  
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All non-stop.  

I busied myself with connecting with the support team 

– James; who has been the sniper behind the lens and 

has been with Darren from the start, Barney; Darren’s 

kayak support for the pending crossing and morale 

throughout (makes the best bacon and egg butty ever), 

Ash and Bez;  Darren’s nutrition consultant from Hop 

Bar and Combat Fuel, and Jordan; his old buddy from 

the military who simply ‘knows about these sorts of 

things’ having completed many endurance challenges 

of his own.  I was interested in their take on the size of 

the challenge and the potential for mishap. Both, it 

turned out, were off the scale. None of them would 

truly contemplate tackling the combination of physical 

demand and logistical complexity with the degree of 

preparation that Darren had thrown at the task.  

 

Ready for the ‘Off’. 
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It turns out Darren runs on a combination of belief, determination and physicality – natural talents contained within 

his DNA and, in part, nurtured through his background in the military and the experiences he has endured. His view is 

that this combination negates the need for intensive training and specific discipline preparation – evidenced by the 

fact that his last ‘swim’  was 200m in military kit 5 or 6 years ago in a pool , and he had never actually swam in open 

water, never mind a busy shipping sea-lane. Oh and he hadn’t quite gotten around to testing if his Osprey Bergen 

would actually float – but he was ‘pretty sure it would’.  

Before the mid-section ‘off’, I interviewed Darren.  And it turns out it was ‘Barney’ who suggested Darren swam the 

section as opposed to kayaking – and Darren thought that sounded like a grand idea.  

I posed the question again ‘why’ – other than the clear objective to raise yet more money for GOSH (Great Ormond 

Street Hospital).  The effects and impacts of PTSD played strongly in Darren’s answer – as he seeks to replicate the fear 

and adrenalin buzz that he gets from putting himself in risky physical situations. So the riskier and more extreme and 

demanding the better. He wants to see how far his body will go because he believes if he can do it and write about it, 

it will help others seek to push their boundaries. In short, a life without challenge and risk would result in a miserable 

existence and the challenges will only stop when either his body or mind or both give up.  

 

Fish eye lens or curvature of the earth? 



  

I asked Darren if there were any bits of the upcoming challenge that he was worried about?  He voiced some 

trepidation about the swim due to the volume and speed of the tide and, of course, the cold. The potential problem is 

that with the tide, the distance may extend by another 1 or 2 miles and the fact that he will have to navigate his swim 

course through two ferries, a hovercraft crossing and very busy shipping lane! 

The Swim:  

I watched as Darren walked without hesitation into the fast moving Solent, let out a shallow gasp and then headed off 

on a course for Ryde – a brand new experience and an unknown outcome. This time he really could die. And he knew 

it. 

Shadowed by Barney (warmly wrapped up and sitting comfortably in his dry kayak) Darren spent the next 4 hours 

fighting currents and the cold whilst holding onto his epically floating Bergen (it was a triumph it turns out), eventually 

arriving cold and exhausted a few hundred meters away from his intended destination and with over 4 miles of hard 

swimming behind him. Just the 1 mile further than intended! 

 

 

It went without apparent incident, other than the extra distance and the virtual hypothermia and after a 20 minute 

rest and some hot scoff he was changed into warm dry clothes and started off clockwise around the Isle of Wight – 

just a 70 mile TAB ahead of him!  

 

 

 

Drone shot – all cleared through the local autorities 



  

The TAB:  

70 miles is a long way as it is. And whilst it’s factually no further after a swim and a 52 mile TAB – it sure feels like it. Or 

so I imagine. 

Add to that a heavily blistered face from sun, sea and wind encountered in the ‘without incident swim’, increasingly 

sore joints and swollen feet from the distance travelled, and the combination is a perfect storm of pain and 

discomfort.  

And THIS is where the game changes. This is where the challenge really starts. The lonely hours in the dark, the 

monotony of one painful step after another and the slow progress around a never ending path. The solitude of 

thought and the constant doubts creeping in. The questions about ‘why’ and the temptation to ‘call it a day’. The 

constant nagging option to take the easy way out and the willingness to accept and weather the perceived failure 

from your peer group. 

Most of us would grasp the opportunity to end the pain and be proud of what we had already achieved. Few of us 

would cast those temptations aside and focus on getting through the next few minutes and seconds – one foot in 

front of another. And I wager NONE of us would be dreaming up the NEXT challenge whilst constantly immersed in a 

whole world of increasingly extreme pain.  

 

I am in awe. And to answer the question raised in the headline – whilst there may well be an element of Foolhardy, it's 

without doubt the massive dose of ‘Damn Hardy’ that got the job done.  

I mentioned the dreaming up of the next challenge whilst enveloped in the pain of the current challenge. I now know 

what that dream contained – and I genuinely think it’s beyond even him. And it’s THAT sort of negative talk that will 

get him through it I’ll wager!  

Alone on the open road – many miles into the hurt locker 



 

I have run out of words and analogies to capture the enormity of what Darren Hardy completed during those 45 hours 

of non-stop physical and mental stress. It is simply beyond my cosseted comprehension to be in that position and 

believe I could continue to put my body through such extremes. But my real admiration is not for the unbelievable 

physical task but for his ability to channel strengths forged in the most negative PTSD induced situations. The ability to 

turn adversity into positive energy and the vision to see how the efforts of one individual can help others see a way 

through what may seem like interminable darkness.  

I am in awe. And to answer the question raised in the headline – whilst there may well be an element of Foolhardy, it's 

without doubt the massive dose of ‘Damn Hardy’ that got the job done.  

I mentioned the dreaming up of the next challenge whilst enveloped in the pain of the current challenge. I now know 

what that dream contained – and I genuinely think it’s beyond even him. And it’s THAT sort of negative talk that will 

get him through it I’ll wager!  

Chapeau Darren .Chapeau. 

 

Footnote  

 

Fuelling Darren around his epic challenge included electrolytes and crickets.  

Super high in protein, iron and calcium (as well as other essential extras) and it doesn't taste of cricket – its tastes 

damn good – and seemingly it can power humans to exert effort for two days non stop!  

www.hopbar.co.uk for all the scientific, environmental and nutrition detail.  

 

 

Want to know what YOU’RE made of? Go to www.naturallytalentedme.com  , build your profile and reveal what 

makes you tick – it’s free.  

http://www.hopbar.co.uk/
http://www.naturallytalentedme.com/

